Isumi Yamada
Kongo School Noh actor as Protagonist（ShiteKata,シテ方）
Direct apprentice from Kongo School's head.
Member of Public Interest Incorporated Association of Noh. Belonging to Kyoto Nohgaku Association.
After finishing the live-in apprentice of the head of Kongo School, Hisanori Kongo(金剛永謹), and
permitted to be an independent Noh actor.
The first act on theater was at the age of six years old, as the role of child in Noh "Hyakuman（百萬）
".
The main acts experienced are "Shakkyo（石橋）", "Midare（乱）", "Mochizuki（望月）".
Graduated from Doshisha University, Department of literature.
Actively spreading the culture of Noh since being the live-in apprentice, such as holding a Noh seminar.

What is Noh
Noh is a classical Japanese dance-drama that has been performed since Muromachi period (the 14th
century). During the act, we use the mask named Nohmen(能面, the Noh mask).

Noh masks are

different from usual masks, and it has been said that Noh masks have the "Middle Expressions", which
ables the masks having the infinitely different expressions in the act.

Formation of Noh
Noh is originally from the integration of the dancing culture in Nara and Heian periods, the ritual dance
for deities, and the other performing arts coming from ancient China. Noh was influenced by the culture
of Zen and ink painting, and was loved and preserved by Shogunate and nobilities. The grand master of
Noh is Zeami, who is known as the one of the most important person in Japanese history of theatre. "風姿
花伝(Fuushi Kaden, or Flowering Spirit)", the scroll about Zeami's art theory, was written in 200 years
before the appearance of Shakespeare. Noh is internationally well received around the world, and it had
been selected as the UNESCO World Intangible Heritage.

What is Noh actor
Nohgakushi (能楽師) is the one who acts the Noh as his job. In the world of Noh, they have been
called as "Kurōto( 玄 人 )" , and they have the absolute difference between the amatures called
"Shirōto( 素 人 )". Nohgakushi has the division of labor. The protagonist actors are called
"ShiteKata(シテ方)", and there are also the actors of supporting characters, called "WakiKata(ワキ
方)". The musical band behind the thatre is called "HayashiKata(囃子方)", and the comedy actors
are called "KyogenKata(狂言方)".

What is Kongo School
There are five extant schools of Noh acting, and Kongo School is one of the most ancient school
which originally exists in Muromachi period, and we have our head of school in Kyoto. The head of
school is called "Iemoto(家元)" or "Sōke(宗家)". Sōke is hereditary from one family, and is regarded
as the master of the school.
The characteristics of Kongo School is known as "MaiKongo(舞金剛)", which means "Kongo the

What is Sōke-Jikimon(宗家直門)
Every Noh actors are well-trained by their teacher's guidance. However in those
training, being the live-in apprentice of Sōke is known as the hardest and the most
legitimate training. The one who graduated from this training is able to call himself
as "Sōke-Jikimon(宗家直門)", which means "directly came from the door of Sōke".
There are about 150 Noh actors in Kongo school, but now only 4 actors are the
Sōke-Jikimon, including Yamada.

Training of live-in apprentice
Isumi Yamada had experienced the training of being live-in apprentice in 26th
Kongo Sōke, Hisanori Kongo. The training contains the 4 years of attendance to
Sōke, and 5 years as a live-in apprentice, which means totally trained for 9 years.
Attendance training means that Yamada had went to the theatre of Sōke from his
house, but as live-in apprentice, Yamada was living in the theatre of Sōke and did
the total care of Sōke and his theatre, and be trained by Sōke himself.

dancing specializer". Kongo is well-known as having a lot of choreography, gorgeous movement, and
elegant atmosphere.

1989 Born in Tokyo
1994 Begin to train Noh in 5 years old, guided by Sumio Yamada.
1995 First act in 6 years old, as the role of child in "Hyakuman（百萬）". In this act, the protagonist was acted by Sōke.
2006 First time to wear the Noh mask in "Kiyotsune(清経)", as the role of protagonist's companion.
2007 Begin the attendance training by Sōke.
2008 First act in the role of protagonist in "Shōjo(猩々)". From this year, Yamada got the opportunity to act the protagonist every year.
2010 Begin the live-in apprentice of Sōke.
2013 In National Noh Theatre, acted the Noh "Shakkyō(石橋)" in the role of Red Lion, which is known as the gateway to success for Noh
actor. Also begin the original Noh seminar in "Waza Eieitō(わざ 永々棟)", Kyoto.

2014 Act the short Noh dance "Hagoromo(羽衣)" in Imanishi Family Residence, the Important Cultural Property, Nara.
2015 During "Raku: The Cosmos in a Tea Bowl Exhibition", the Russian special exhibition organized by Japan Foundation, visited to
Russia as a member of Noh performance on the opening ceremony.
After getting the permission of Sōke, begin to hold the own Noh class, "Sumi no Kai".

2016 In the end of March, finished the training of live-in apprentice.
In April, permitted to be an independent Noh actor, and changed the name to "Isumi Yamada".
Member of Public Interest Incorporated Join to the Public Interest Incorporated Association of Noh and Kyoto Nohgaku Association.

The flyer of Noh seminars which organized by Yamada, through the permission of Sōke.

2017 Organized the first Noh seminar "Learn from Noh".
Organized and persided the "Nohgaku Dairengin(能楽大連吟)" in Kongo School.
Acted the protagonist of Noh "Midare(乱)", which is known as the gateway to
success for Noh actor.

ｚ

2018 Acted the protagonist of Noh "Mochizuki(望月)", which is known as the
gateway to success for Noh actor.

2019 Acted the long Noh dance "Hagoromo(羽衣)" in Kōshōji temple, Kyoto,
for the event "Protect the Issai Sutra".
Acted the Noh "Ukai( 鵜 飼 )" in Myōgyōji temple, Himeji, for the event
"Celebration Noh for Reiwa Era and New Emperor".

2020 Organized the Noh group, "Yutori no Kai(ゆとりの会)", which consisted
by the Noh actors of Komparu (金春), Kongō (金剛), and Kita (喜多) schools.
……… Plays in about 60~70 Noh performances per year.

The first act of Noh "Mochizuki(望月)", Junseikai(潤星会), National Noh Theatre.

The first act of Noh "Midare(乱)", Junseikai(潤星会), National Noh Theatre.

Hiraki(披き), Acting the special masterpiece
Isumi Yamada had been permitted to act the masterpiece "Shakkyō(石橋)", which is usually
not allowed for apprentice. The other masterpieces he acted are "Midare （ 乱 ） " and
"Mochizuki（望月）". Both of them are knowned as the one of the most difficult act in Noh,
and for example, it is not that rare to see a Noh actor acting his first "Mochizuki" in 50 years
old or even older.

An expected young Noh actor
Isumi Yamada is acting the protagonists of Noh every year,
such as in "Kongo Monthly Noh(金剛定期能)" in Kyoto, and
"'Junseikai(潤星会)" Noh held by Yamada family. Other than
that, there are also the Noh requests from Agency for
Cultural Affairs, National Noh Theatre, and more. His
activities are mainly based in Kyoto and Tokyo, and he is
expected as the new central figure of Kongo School.

